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Preface
A number of interesting evolutions take
place in the field of reporting on executive
remuneration, more specifically in firms
listed on the stock exchange. Firstly,
transparent reporting on executive
remuneration is more and more
considered to be a proof of good corporate
governance. In this respect, it is our
experience that within countries, where
the same regulatory context applies,
important differences can be found related
to the degree of transparency on
executive remuneration. Secondly,
Directive (EU) 2017/828 of the European
Commission, also called Shareholder
Rights Directive II, puts forward a number
of new obligations to the member states
in the field of reporting on executive
remuneration. More specifically, the
following items should be disclosed:
•
•

•
•

Total remuneration split out per
remuneration instrument.
An explanation on how the
remuneration complies with the
remuneration policy.
Information on how the underlying
performance criteria were applied.
Information on the annual change
in the firm’s performance, the
remuneration and the average
remuneration over at least the 5
most recent years.

In order to facilitate the implementation of
article 9b of the Shareholder Rights
Directive II, the European Commission
has developed the ‘Guidelines on the
standardised presentation of the
remuneration report under Directive
2007/36/EC, as amended by Directive
(EU) 2017/828, as regards the
encouragement of long-term shareholder
engagement’. The guidelines are nonbinding and have the objective to help
companies with disclosure on executive
remuneration in their remuneration
reports, also in order to improve
comparability and understanding by
different stakeholders.
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Even though the guidelines are still in a
draft version (the most recent one dating
12/07/20191), a lot of listed firms already
apply them. Even though the Guidelines
are non-binding, they can serve as an
important source of inspiration and
provide a good general framework and
structure. Furthermore, it can be expected
that institutional investors and their
advisors will prefer listed firms to disclose
information on executive remuneration
based on these guidelines.
The objective of this study by Vlerick
Business School’s Executive Remuneration
Research Centre is to inspire firms related
to the design, lay-out and content of their
remuneration report. In order to do this,
the report is structured according to the
European Commission’s Guidelines on the
standardised presentation of the
remuneration report.
It should be stressed that this report is
mainly addressed to listed firms, as the
Shareholder Rights Directive and the
Guidelines on the standardised
presentation of the remuneration report,
apply to listed firms. However, also a
number of non-listed firms might be
interested and inspired by this report in
case they want to apply the highest
standards in the field of reporting on
executive remuneration, even though this
is not legally obliged.

Prof. Xavier Baeten

At the moment of the writing of the report, the final guidelines were not yet issued by the
European Commission. However, taking into account the need for guidance of organisations for
reporting on FY 2020, it was decided to base this report on the draft version dated 12/07/2019.
In the meantime, no changes have been made to the guidelines and it is not expected that
important changes will take place.
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How to read this report?
As was already mentioned in the previous
paragraphs, the European Commission’s
Guidelines on the standardised
presentation of the remuneration report
serve as the basic framework around
which this report is built. As a
consequence, the report uses the
structure which is provided in the
guidelines, which can be found in the
figure below. For each component, we will
start by mentioning the exact stipulations
in the Guidelines as well as the tables that
are provided in the Guidelines (named
‘Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines’). In each part,
this is followed by a number of examples
showing how the guidelines can be applied
in practice, and also showing different
approaches by firms in this respect
(named ‘Business practice and
application’). Each of the examples is first
introduced and explained, followed by
excerpts of the remuneration report (the
weblinks to the remuneration reports can
be found in the section with references).
In cases where examples deal with the
same topic, they will be grouped.

The figure below provides an
overview of the content of the
European Commission’s Guidelines.
The user can either read through the
present report or, in case of a specific
interest, select one (or more) of the
topics mentioned in the figure below
and then look for the corresponding
page in the table of contents on page
2-3. The table of contents follows the
numbering of the different parts in
the Guidelines mentioned in the
figure.
Our main source of inspiration for the
real-life practices was found in the
Netherlands, as the Shareholder Rights
Directive was already in force over FY
2019 in that country. This was
supplemented by examples from the best
performing firms in the field of executive
remuneration disclosure in the United
Kingdom. In exceptional cases, also
examples from Belgium, Switzerland and
France are included.

Figure: Structure of the report
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Introduction
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines
1. In order to put the reported
remuneration in context, readers of the
Report will need relevant information
about the general performance of the
company during the reported financial
year and any specific events that
occurred. It is therefore recommended
that the Report starts with an introduction
providing a brief overview of the last
reported financial year’s main features.
This may also include an overall summary
about the application of the remuneration
policy.
2. This introduction could include the main
pieces of information that help to put the
directors’ remuneration during the
reported financial year into context, such
as any key events in the company’s
operations, its performance, major
decisions, the business environment in
which it operates, its prospects and
sustainability issues. It could also
highlight key changes in the remuneration
of directors as such, in the performance
criteria or methodology used and in the
remuneration policy or in its application,
compared to the previous reported
financial year. If there has been any
deviation or derogation from the
remuneration policy during the reported
financial year, this could also be
mentioned in the introduction, together
with information as to how the vote or the
views of the shareholders on the
remuneration report were taken into
account.

•
•

Deviations from the remuneration
policy.
How the votes and/or views of the
shareholders were taken into
account.

It is also mentioned that the introduction
could include a summary regarding the
application of the remuneration policy. In
this respect, we want to specify that a
more detailed explanation on how the
remuneration complies with the policy
needs to be explained under ‘5.
Compliance with policy and application of
performance criteria.’ (cf. infra).
The examples which were selected below,
show different approaches used by
companies related to the introduction on
the remuneration report. In any case, it
can be mentioned that having an
introductory statement by the chair of the
remuneration committee, can be
considered to be good business practice.
In that introduction, an overview can be
given on the different dimensions asked
for in the Guidelines. Practice learns that
companies do not adopt a universal
approach related to the introduction of the
remuneration report. For that reason, we
provide an overview of different practices
that might serve as a source of
inspiration.

The European Commission explicitly asks
to include an introduction to the
remuneration report. More concretely, the
Guidelines ask for disclosure on:
•
•
•

The general performance of the
company.
Key characteristics and events
related to its business context.
Changes in the remuneration
policy or its application.
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Business practice and
application
ING Group
In this example, the chair of the
remuneration committee gets a clear
‘face’, by including a large picture. The
introduction by the remuneration
committee chair in this example consists
of the following parts:
•
•

•

An explanation on the outlook and
content of the remuneration report.
Main conclusions about the
performance of the bank. In this
example, however, the concrete
remuneration outcome is not yet
explained, this follows later in the
report.
An explicit mention that the report
is drafted according to the
European Commission’s guidelines.

•

•

Interestingly, an important part of
the introduction by the
remuneration committee chair
deals with stakeholder
engagement. As ING has
encountered some societal
reactions on a proposed salary
increase in earlier years, the
remuneration committee chair
takes the opportunity to admit that
this might not have been the right
approach. She then takes the
opportunity to report on the
process of stakeholder
engagement, focusing both on the
methodology and on the outcomes
of the process.
The introduction then concludes
with providing an overview on the
main changes for the coming year.
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Ahold Delhaize
Also this remuneration report starts with
an introduction by the remuneration
committee chair. An interesting difference
with ING Group’s remuneration report is
that, while a lot of attention was paid to
the broader stakeholder interests in ING
Group’s report, Ahold Delhaize’s chairman
of the remuneration committee addresses
himself directly to the shareholders. He
also mentions stakeholders but without
further information on the outcome of the
process and its consequences. Of course,
this might be related to the fact that there
is more societal scrutiny towards banks,
which forces them to pay more attention
to and report on stakeholder consultation.

Furthermore, in the introduction, Ahold
Delhaize’s chair of the remuneration
committee provides information on the
performance of the firm, and he also
relates this to the bonus outcome as well
as the vesting of the long-term incentives.
Another interesting element is that this
introduction, besides information on the
performance of the company, also
provides an overview of the changes in
the composition of the management
board. Even though this is not explicitly
mentioned in the Guidelines, it can be
considered to be a main characteristic in
the company’s business context.
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WDP
WDP provides a good example of a
graphical representation of the main
features of the remuneration policy in the
introduction to the remuneration report. 3
main principles (transparent, simple,
strategic alignment) and 4 main
characteristics are disclosed.

Even though there is no explicit
mentioning in the Guidelines of the need
to disclose this information, it can be
considered to be a good practice to
disclose this information in the
introduction to the annual report.
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Schroders & PostNL
These companies provide information on
the main principles underlying the
executive remuneration systems.

13

KPN
KPN goes one step further by combining
information on the remuneration principles
with more concrete characteristics of the
remuneration systems (e.g., information
on target bonus levels).
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Van Lanschot Kempen
In the case of Van Lanschot Kempen, the
introduction to the remuneration report
starts with an overview of the key
objectives and responsibilities of the
remuneration committee, as well as the
number of meetings it held over the year.
Some companies even go further in this
respect and also provide an overview of
the topics that were dealt with during
each of these meetings. This is interesting
information from the perspective of
executive remuneration governance.
An interesting dimension in this example
dealt with the detailed description of the
process of stakeholder engagement. As
was mentioned, the Guidelines ask for
information about how the views of the
stakeholders were taken into account. In
this example, the company starts its
section on stakeholder engagement with
an inventarisation of the stakeholders that
were included in the engagement
programme, and it also lists the topics
that were dealt with. In the format of a
table, the company then provides an
overview of the most important topics that
originated from the stakeholder dialogues
(being the absence of variable
remuneration, performance management
combined with the absence of variable
remuneration, indexation of executive
remuneration, the composition of the peer
group, and the derogation clause). For
each of these topics, the feedback from
the stakeholders is shared, together with
an explanation by the company. Further
reading shows that this explanation also
includes adaptations of the executive
remuneration policy and practices if this is
considered to be in the interest of the firm
in its societal context. In this respect, this
company is a good example of stakeholder
engagement in the field of executive
remuneration.
We pick out two examples on how the
company deals with this (and it also
discloses this information):
•

•

executive remuneration is indexed.
Moreover, Van Lanschot Kempen has
decided to align indexation of
executive remuneration with general
increases applicable to the wider
workforce. Moreover, indexation needs
to be justified by the performance of
the company.
A lot of attention is being paid to the
peer group because apparently, the
peer group of the company consists of
significantly larger firms, which leads
to questions by stakeholders. The
interesting element here can be found
in the explanation by the company. In
this respect, it does not only explain
the logic, it has also undertaken some
actions in order to respond to the
stakeholder concern.
o Explanation: the company
refers to the principle that the
peer group consists of
companies where they get
people from, and that these are
the larger firms. Also, it
stipulates that the market
positioning is below market
median.
o Actions undertaken: while most
companies limit themselves to
explanations, Van Lanschot
Kempen goes a step further. It
has asked its provider of salary
data to benchmark one level
deeper in each organisation. It
provides a lot of details about
the process as well as on the
results of this exercise.

On the next page, we first show the
general outlook of the remuneration
report. This is followed by more detailed
pictures related to specific parts.

Indexation: the company has a system
in place where, likewise the
remuneration of other employees, also
15
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Schroders & Severn Trent
The previous example already showed
that some companies provide detailed
information on the stakeholder
engagement process. The example below
specifically focuses on engagement with
employees on remuneration. This example
is included because it might give a look
into a future where companies will (have
to) disclose information on the
remuneration policies and practices which
apply to the broader workforce, rather
than just top executives.

This is a practice which is more prevalent
in the United Kingdom and this example is
taken from that context.
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Building further on this, Severn Trent’s
remuneration report also provides a
number of key activities and indicators
related to the broader remuneration
context. It looks at development, social
responsibility, and fairness of
remuneration. In this field, it is
remarkable that it has a chapter on social
purpose in its remuneration report.

of employees of the company were taken
into account when establishing the
remuneration policy’ it might be the case
that more and more firms will also provide
information on the remuneration practices
and policies applicable deeper in the
organisation.

As the European Commission, in its
Directive (EU) 2017/828 also asks to
‘explain how the pay and employment
conditions

19

WDP
WDP uses an original approach to provide
relevant information about the general
performance of the company, as asked for
by the Guidelines. On top of that, it also
provides information on some main
realisations (e.g., 20 years listing,
inclusion in Bel 20 index).

This is a brief overview of the most
relevant figures and realisations.
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Vopak & Schroders
Building further on the topic of including
information on key events, performance,
business environment, etc., which is
asked for by the Guidelines, Vopak
provides an interesting example. It starts
with providing information on the financial
results, but this is supplemented by more
strategic information, such as
divestments, acquisitions, distribution
capacity, investments, and its digital
transformation.

That way, the reader of the remuneration
report gets a balanced view on the
performance and activities of the
company, which helps to put the
remuneration decisions into perspective.
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Schroders adds a dimension by putting
key performance metrics and key
remuneration metrics next to each other.
More specifically, information is provided
on the 2-year evolution in financial
performance and this is compared with
the evolution in headcount, fixed
remuneration and bonus pools. It directly
pops up that, while profit before tax has
gone down, total remuneration costs have
increased by 3%. But going a step further,
it can also be seen that while profit has
decreased by 8%, the bonus pool
decreased by 11%. It is clear that this
provides shareholders with a good view on
the extent to which pay and performance
are linked.

However, one remark that can be
formulated here is that the company takes
a rather narrow perspective on key
performance metrics by only focusing on
profitability and dividends while the
European Commission’s Guidelines also
ask for information about sustainability.
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Severn Trent, AXA & Shell
The Guidelines also stipulate that the
introduction can provide a summary of the
application of the remuneration policy. We
provide 3 examples dealing with how
companies give a general overview on the
remuneration policy appliable to the
reported financial year.

Severn Trent provides an interesting
example including an overview of the
different remuneration instruments and
their time horizon. For the short-term
incentive plan, information is provided on
the timing of the payout. For long-term
incentives, information is disclosed on
vesting as well as holding periods.

AXA, in turn, provides a picture including
3 dimensions, being remuneration
instruments, time horizon, and
performance dimensions included.
Interestingly, a distinction is made
between the short-, medium- and longterm.

In any case, it provides the reader with an
overview on the performance dimensions
and how they are translated into the
different remuneration instruments and
over which timeframe.
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Shell provides another interesting
example with regard to the application of
the remuneration policy. It provides an
encompassing overview at the beginning
of the remuneration report, including
information on base pay, benefits,
shareholding requirements, bonus payout,
scorecard outcomes, and information on
vesting outcomes of long-term incentives
(i.e., plans that vested in the reported
year).

That way, it provides the reader with a
sort of an executive remuneration
scorecard.
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Total remuneration
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines
1. Pursuant to points (a) and (c) of
paragraph 1 of Article 9b of the Directive,
the Report shall contain each individual
director’s total remuneration split out by
component and including any
remuneration from any undertaking
belonging to the same group as defined in
point (11) of Article 2 of Directive
2013/34/EU. Furthermore, pursuant to
point (a) of paragraph 1 of Article 9b of
the Directive, the Report shall present the
relative proportion of fixed and variable
remuneration. The aforementioned
information should be presented in the
format shown in Table 1, adding, where
appropriate, horizontal rows specifying the
name of the companies or undertakings
belonging to the same group, and the
remuneration coming from each of them.
2. This section of the Report should
include information on the directors’ total
remuneration, specifying whether each
director is executive or non-executive and
their exact position/s. Table 1 should be
split into two parts, horizontally, with the
executive directors listed in the first part
and the non-executive directors in the
second part, as many of the individual
components of the remuneration may not
apply to the latter. The purpose of this
section of the Report is to show directors’
actual total remuneration during

the reported financial year and has been
designed so as to avoid double counting or
duplication of the same components of
remuneration in different financial years’
total remuneration tables, particularly with
regard to variable remuneration.
This type of possible duplication is most
likely to occur in relation to annual
bonuses and share-based pay, and the
relevant sections of explanatory notes to
Table 1 explain what should and should
not be be reported in the total
remuneration table in order to avoid that.
3. In addition to the directors who have
performed their mandate during all or part
of the reported financial year, this section
of the Report should also provide
information regarding former directors’
remuneration awarded or due to them
during the reported financial year for their
performed services as directors.
4. In order to facilitate comparability with
the evolution of the company and its
performance, Table 1 may also present in
a row the total remuneration regarding
each director included in the previous
financial year Report.
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The Guidelines provide further explanatory
notes on what is meant by each of the
different remuneration instruments and
which numbers should be disclosed. We
refer the reader to the Guidelines for
detailed information, and we limit
ourselves to the most important elements
that need clarification:
•

Directors: the total remuneration
table should include information
both on the remuneration of the
executive and the non-executive
directors, for the reported financial
year and the preceding year. Also,
their position should be mentioned.

•

‘Other benefits’ versus
‘Extraordinary items’: while the
other benefits include recurring
benefits such as medical insurance,
company car, and others, the
extraordinary items are nonrecurring and might include sign-on
fees, retention bonuses,
termination payments, etc.

•

Multi-year variable: this column
deals with long-term incentives, in
whatever form (e.g., phantom
stock, restricted shares,
performance shares, stock options,
etc.). More concretely, the
amounts should be disclosed which
were paid during the year (in case
of cash payout), and/or the
amounts related to the fulfilment of
performance criteria over multiple
years that vested during the
reported financial year. In practice,
this means that for performance
shares, the value should be
disclosed of the shares that vested
during the reported year. In
practice, however, we see that a
lot of companies include IFRS
spending here, which is not in line
with the stipulations of the
Guidelines. Importantly, the
Guidelines make a connection
between different tables, being
that the value reported for longterm incentives in table 1, should

be the same as the value of the
vested components of the
remuneration reported in tables 2
and 3.
•

Pension expense: as far as
executive pensions are concerned,
the Guidelines ask for disclosure on
the amounts paid to finance the
future pensions of executives. It is
also asked for to include a note
with the main characteristics of the
plan(s) and the nature of the
pension arrangement (being
defined contribution or defined
benefits).

•

Proportion of fixed and variable
remuneration: here, it is
remarkable that the Commission
asks to disclose both the proportion
of fixed and variable remuneration,
as their sum should equal 100. In
our opinion, having to disclose both
ratios might lead to confusion.
Interestingly, the Guidelines asks
to separately disclose the relative
proportion of short- and long-term
incentives in case the criteria
related to performance over the
longer-term relate to 5 years or
more.
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Business practice and
application
ASM International, Ahold Delhaize &
Randstad
The table on total remuneration provided
by ASM International is well aligned with
the Guidelines, for a number of reasons:
•

•

•

All directors are included in the
table, with a mention of their
position.
Figures are included for the
reported year as well as the
previous year.
A number of notes are included,
providing further information on
incentives, pensions, etc.

However, there are also some elements
that do not fully align with the Guidelines:
•

•

•

The amounts included under
‘share-based payments’ include the
accounting expense rather than the
value of the vested shares.
In column 6, the company only
provides one percentage, while the
guidelines ask to disclose both the
proportion of fixed and variable
remuneration. Moreover, it is not
clear how the numbers are being
calculated. The variable part of
remuneration for the CEO over
2019 adds up to 1.908
(1.053+855), which equals 68% of
total remuneration, while 47% is
reported.

Terminology: while the Guidelines
put forward ‘other benefits’, ‘oneyear variable’ and ‘multi-year
variable’, ASM International uses
‘fringe benefits’, ‘short-term cash
incentive’ and ‘share-based
payments’.
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Another interesting example is provided
by Ahold Delhaize. First of all, this
company discloses both the proportion of
fixed and variable remuneration.
Secondly, it provides more detailed
information on the calculation basis used
for the long-term incentives, by stating
that it uses fair value

and by making explicit that fair value is
‘determined on the grant date and
expensed on a straight-line basis over the
vesting period. The expense for 2019
reflects this year’s portion of the share
grants over the previous four years (plans
2016 to 2019).’

28

Some companies even go a step further
by explicitly mentioning that they use the
IFRS approach, which does not reflect the
value at vesting date. For example Philips:
‘Costs of performance shares are based on
accounting standards (IFRS) and do not
reflect the value of stock options at the
end of the lock up period and the value of
performance shares and restricted share
rights at the vesting/release date.’

One of the few examples which are in line
with the Guidelines related to the
reporting on the value of the long-term
incentives in the overview table, is
provided by Randstad. Its total
remuneration table can be found below.

29

Randstad mentions in the notes how the
value of the long-term incentives was
calculated, and this is in line with the
Guidelines’ stipulations.

As a side comment, it should be
mentioned that the proportion of fixed
and variable remuneration is reported in a
separate table in the case of Randstad.

30

Avantium
This company provides an example of how
to report on termination payments. This
company has dismissed its CEO and the
amount paid on the occasion of the
termination is mentioned under
extraordinary items.

The company also provides more
information in a note.
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Share-based remuneration
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines
1. In line with point (d), paragraph 1 of
Article 9b of the Directive, where
applicable, the Report shall contain
information on the number of shares and
share options granted or offered to
directors, and the main conditions for the
exercise of the rights including the
exercise price and date and any change
thereof. This is relevant information in
assessing whether these awards are linked
to long-term financial performance of the
company, how the share-based
remuneration is set-up and awarded and
how it complies with the published
remuneration policy. Companies should
present the information relating to sharebased remuneration following the example
of format of Tables 2 and 3, without
prejudice of what should be presented in
Table 1 on the total remuneration.
2. This section should include information
about all share-based remuneration
granted or offered or in other way
relevant for the last financial year as
detailed in Tables 2 and 3 and their
explanatory notes.
3. Besides the directors who have
performed their mandate during the
reported financial year, Tables 2 and 3
should provide information of former
directors as well.
4. Share related instruments other than
shares or share options such as stock
appreciation rights and warrants should
also be disclosed in this section.

the value of these remuneration
components at relevant times of the
remuneration process.
For the sake of comparability, it is
recommended that companies use a
common method for the valuation of
shares or share options (and in all
situations, i.e. whether the shares or
share options have been granted, offered
or have vested). Although there is no
consensus in the current practice as to
whether the fair value (determined
according to IFRS 2 methodology for
accounting) or the market value is the
most suitable to use, in the interest of
transparency companies are advised to
reflect in the Report the market value of
shares, or underlying shares in the case of
share options, at the time they are
granted, are offered, or vest, as
applicable. Any changes made to the
valuation methodology should be
mentioned.
According to the Directive, the Report
should also contain and make reference to
the main conditions for the exercise of the
rights of the shares and share options
granted or offered, including the exercise
price and date and any change thereof.
Tables 2 and 3 include the key elements
and events throughout the reported
financial year regarding the share-based
remuneration plans. The terms and
features of the share option plans that are
not presented in the table should be
included in a note to the relevant row or
through a cross-reference to their
description in the remuneration policy.

5. With regard to information on the value
of share-based remuneration, this is an
information that is necessary to complete
the Report in order to be able to establish
the proportion between fixed and variable
remuneration as required by the
Directive14, when share-based
remuneration is one of the components of
the directors’ remuneration. Furthermore,
this information will also help the reader
understand the actual amount of
remuneration and the difference between
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Resilience

From the introductory text in the
Guidelines as well as from the tables, it is
not clear whether just numbers or also the
value of the share-based remuneration
needs to be disclosed. However, this
becomes clear in the explanatory notes.
There it is mentioned that for each plan,
both the number and the value of the
underlying shares at grant date, should be
disclosed. The same holds for vested
shares or options.

Absorption
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Business practice and
application
ASM International
ASM International provides a good
example of the use of the tables on sharebased remuneration provided by the
Guidelines. At present, the company
grants performance shares, but it also has
a number of stock option plans from the
past that have not yet vested. Also on
these, information needs to be disclosed.
The company provides information in
tables, but it also mentions the main
characteristics of the different share plans
in a narrative (which we also include, each
time below the tables).

2

The first table deals with share options,
and the second with performance shares2.
Each time, the main conditions of the
plans are disclosed, followed by specific
information on the reported year. For
example, it can be seen that in 2019,
45.293 share options have vested for the
CEO, with an exercise price of 34,06€.

ASM International seems to have made a small mistake because in the second table in column 6,
‘share options awarded at the beginning of the year’ is mentioned, while this table does not refer
to share options.
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The table below provides information on
performance shares. For the reported
year, 15.582 performance shares were
awarded to the CEO, with a 3-year
performance period. The table also learns
that the share price at grant date was
57,84€ and the narrative learns that
vesting will depend on sales growth and
EBIT3. The table also learns that 7.752
shares have vested, related to the 2016
grant. In this case, 12.056 shares were
awarded, but just 7.752 vested, which is
related to the degree of fulfilment of the
performance conditions.

3

We want to add here that, following the
Guidelines, the amount that should be
disclosed in the total remuneration table
(table 1) related to the performance
shares, is 7.752 (vested shares) * share
price on 22-04-19.

More information on the KPIs needs to be included in part 5, Information on how the remuneration
complies with the remuneration policy and how performance criteria were applied’.
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SBM Offshore
In order to be as complete as possible,
also an example is provided of a company
granting (restricted) shares.

SBM Offshore has granted 108.320
shares, which vest directly, but which
have to be retained for 5 years.

In the case of SBM Offshore, the value of
the shares awarded, being 1.372.000€, is
also reported in the total remuneration
table as asked for by the Guidelines.

Another interesting element here is that
both the CFO and the COO were granted
restricted stock units upon joining the
company, which is reported under
‘extraordinary items’.
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Use of right to reclaim
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines T
1. According to point (e), paragraph 1 of
Article 9b of the Directive, companies are
required to provide information on the use
of the possibility to reclaim variable
remuneration (during the reported
financial year)
2. If variable remuneration has been
reclaimed, the report should include the
following information:
- the name of the director subject to the
reclaim;
- the form of the reclaim18;
- the amount reclaimed;
- the relevant year (i.e. the financial year
in which the variable remuneration was
awarded or due).
Additionally, companies could also explain
the reasons for such a reclaim, if
appropriate.

Business practice and
application
The use of the right to reclaim is
exceptional. No organisation was found
that made use of this possibility. However,
a number of organisations explicitly
mention that they have not exercised this
right. It can be debated whether the
Guidelines just ask for disclosure in case
the right to reclaim was used, or also to
mention that it has not been used. It just
mentions to provide information on the
use of it. Below, a number of examples
can be found where companies explicitly
mention that they have not used the right
to reclaim, as well as a number of
interesting additional features.

NN Group
This is an example where a company
briefly mentioned not having used the
right to reclaim, without further details.

ASM International
This company combines information on
the board’s authority to reclaim variable
remuneration in case of incorrect data,
with its authority to adapt the variable
remuneration in case of extraordinary
circumstances (called ‘ultimum
remedium’).

ABInBev
Under the header of reclaim of variable
remuneration, ABInBev also mentions
information about malus provisions. It
refers to the paragraphs dealing with the
remuneration policy applicable to the
executive committee and more specifically
to the fact that, in case of unsatisfactory
performance, restricted stock units will not
vest.

4. A program allowing for the offer of performance-based Restricted Stock
Units (Performance RSUs) to certain members of the company’s senior
management. Upon vesting, each Performance RSU gives the executive the
right to receive one existing AB InBev share. The Performance RSUs can
have a vesting period of five or ten years. The shares resulting from the
vesting of the Performance RSUs will only be delivered provided a
performance test is met by the company. Forfeiture rules apply if the
employee leaves the company before the vesting date or if the performance
test is not achieved by a certain date. These Performance RSUs are subject
to an organic EBITDA compounded annual growth rate target set by the
Board. Other performance test criteria may be used for future grants, but
they will remain in line with the company’s high-performance culture and the
creation of long-term sustainable value for its shareholders.
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Compliance with policy and
application of performance criteria
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines
1. According to point (a), paragraph 1 of
Article 9b of the Directive, the Report shall
contain an explanation on how the total
remuneration complies with the adopted
remuneration policy, including how it
contributes to the long-term performance
of the company, and information on how
the performance criteria were applied.
This information should be provided in
both numeric (if possible) and in a
narrative form.
2. With regard to long-term performance,
the Report should explain how the
remuneration during the reported financial
year has complied with the remuneration
policy and contributed to the long-term
interests and the sustainability of the
company. For instance, the Report could
explain how directors’ remuneration is
consistent with criteria relating to the
long-term and sustainable performance of
the company, as defined and measured in
its own remuneration policy. Where
applicable, it could include information
about share lock-ins (for example for 5-10
years) and requirements for long-term
equity ownership for directors.
3. Where applicable, companies should
present for each director a description of
the financial and non-financial (including,
where appropriate, corporate social
responsibility and sustainability)
performance criteria as included in the
remuneration policy for the different
elements and types of applicable
remuneration, the performance achieved
over the reported financial year and the
outcome of the remuneration resulting
from each criterion. To the extent
applicable, and according to the
remuneration policy (directly and/or by
cross-references), unless the disclosure of
all or some of which would be seriously
prejudicial to the company’s business
position, the description of the
performance criteria could include a
description on how the remuneration is
calculated as well as the relative weighting
of the performance criteria in the total

variable remuneration. Additionally, the
description of the performance criteria
could also include ex post the
predetermined performance targets or
objectives and both the minimum and the
maximum possible remuneration under
each performance criterion to help
establishing the link between the
remuneration of directors and the
performance of the company. However, if
the company considers that disclosing
precise financial performance targets, for
example those related to the share price
may result in increased short-term
pressure which may negatively affect the
sustainability of the company, it may
decide not to disclose such targets.
4. If a performance criterion relates to the
performance of the reporting company
vis-à-vis other competitors, a crossreference could also be added to the
section of the remuneration policy where
these other benchmark companies might
be identified, if that is the case, as a peer
group.
5. The information on performance criteria
and its application should in principle be
provided following the format example of
Table 4. However, where the nature
and/or complexity of the applicable
criteria are difficult to capture in a table
format, information as a narrative or a
combination of table-based and narrative
information may be more meaningful and
appropriate. In any case, the presentation
of the outcome should include the actual
measured performance, the value of the
respective award as regards each
individual director and applicable criteria
and, where allowed under the
remuneration policy, how (upward or
downward) discretion has been exercised
in respect of the award. Furthermore,
even though not required by the Directive,
it could also include information regarding
the previous financial year. The
information should be provided in a way
that allows to distinguish between oneyear and multi-year incentives.
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•
•
•

In general, this part of the remuneration
report deals with two dimensions:
1. Compliance of the remuneration in
the reported financial year with the
remuneration policy, with a specific
focus on the contribution of the
remuneration to the long-term
performance of the firm.
2. A detailed description of financial
and non-financial criteria used over
the reported financial year as well
as the performance achieved and
the remuneration calculation and
outcome. In case relative
performance criteria are used (i.e.,
vis-à-vis competitors or a peer
group), the composition of the
benchmark companies also needs
to be disclosed.

ssue identification,

Some important further clarifications are
made in the Guidelines regarding the
disclosure of performance criteria:
•

•

Performance criteria applicable to
the reported financial year need to
be disclosed, unless this would
harm the company’s business
position and/or its sustainability.
The information on the
performance criteria should be
provided in the format of a table, a
narrative or a combination of both,
depending on the nature of the
criteria.
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Business practice and
application
IMCD
How does one provide information on how
the remuneration over the reported
financial year is compliant with the
remuneration policy (which is asked for by
the Guidelines)? A nice example in this
respect is provided in the table below
(IMCD).

Regarding long-term incentives, both
granted and vested long-term incentives
are disclosed. Moreover, information is
also shared regarding non-variable
remuneration, such as base pay and
pensions.

Information is given on the policy as well
as its application for the different
remuneration instruments, including at
target levels, underlying performance
criteria as well as performance and
remuneration outcomes.
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Van Lanschot Kempen & Severn Trent
It proved to be hard to find examples of
how remuneration has contributed to the
firm’s long-term performance, which is
asked for in the second paragraph of the
Guidelines. Van Lanschot Kempen serves
as a good example in this respect.

More specifically, it mentions that the
lock-up period, in combination with share
ownership guidelines, creates a focus on
long-term value creation.

Taking a somewhat broader perspective
by looking at the firm’s strategy and its
relationship to remuneration, Severn Trent
has developed a graphic including its
strategic dimensions,

how progress against these dimensions is
measured, and how this translates into
variable remuneration.
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Workspace Group, TomTom & Swiss
Re
In the second paragraph of chapter 5 of
the Guidelines (‘Compliance with policy
and application of performance criteria’),
it is asked to provide information on
requirements for long-term ownership by
directors. The graphic below shows how
Workspace Group reports on both the
minimum shareholding requirement and
the extent to which this is met by making
a split between outright owned shared,
unvested shares which are not subject to
performance, and shares which are
subject to performance.

In this example, it becomes clear that
both executives have met the 200% of
salary shareholding requirement.

In the example below, Swiss Re even
provides information on share ownership
for all the individual executives.

Even though this is not asked for in the
Guidelines, it provides a good overview of
shares held by top executives.
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Schroders & ArcelorMittal
The third paragraph of chapter 5 of the
Guidelines deals with performance
indicators used in incentive schemes. Even
though this is not specifically asked for in
the Guidelines, it can be considered to be
good practice to also provide a narrative
on the rationale for inclusion of the
different performance measures. Two
examples are worth mentioning here. In
the case of Schroders (first graphic
below), the rationale is included as well as
the link to one (or more) of the firm’s
strategic priorities (column on the right).

The graphic specifically deals with the
annual bonus. In the case of ArcelorMittal
(second graphic below), KPIs are listed
and for each of these, it is mentioned
whether they apply to the short-term
incentives or the long-term incentives, as
well as the rationale for their use.
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Philips
We now ‘jump’ into the disclosure on the
concrete performance criteria. First of all,
it should be repeated that the European
Commission’s Guidelines leave room for
flexibility and for adaptation to the specific
practices of the firm. Even though the
Guidelines provide a table (table 4) which
supposes a rather mathematical approach,
it explicitly mentions that companies can
choose for a table and/or narrative,
depending on what is most relevant and in
line with its practice.

This table is followed by a table including
information on the realisation of the
individual targets. However, no explicit
information is shared on the concrete
individual targets. In a third table,
information can be found on the total
bonus payout as a percentage of the
target, being 80,5% for the financial
targets (weighting 80%) and 90% for the
individual targets (weighting 20%).

Philips provides a case of a strongly
quantitative approach to KPI setting and
evaluation. First of all, a table provides
information on financial criteria, including
weighting, threshold, target, maximum
and realised performance, resulting in a
payout as a percentage of the target.
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Workspace Group
In the previous example (Philips), no
detailed information could be found on the
constituting elements of individual
performance. Workforce Group provides
an interesting example of a firm that does
provide information on personal objectives
and the realisations in this domain. For
each of the five personal objectives (being
active property portfolio management,
maintaining a low risk business profile,
investor engagement programme, people
engagement, and financing), it shares
information on concrete targets and
achievements over the year. In the
graphics below, information is shared on
the disclosure of the people dimension of
personal performance.

Workspace Group does not provide
numeric information on the realisation of
each of the underlying targets, it just
mentions that personal objectives weigh
24% and that the realised performance on
the 5 underlying dimensions leads to a
payout of 19%. But it does provide
detailed information on the targets and
the realisations.
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Swiss Re
An interesting example on how to disclose
information on target achievement in a
non-quantitative way is provided by Swiss
Re, more concretely on the calculation of
the bonus pool. Rather than providing
numeric information on the realisation of
the targets,

the information is disclosed in a graphic
enabling the reader to see to what extent
targets have been met in a more general
way.
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Ahold Delhaize
Ahold Delhaize provides detailed
information on the performance measures
that are used, their definition and,
importantly, their relevance to the
strategy. Moreover, information is
disclosed on the weight of the
performance measures. However, no
information is provided on the concrete
underlying targets. In this respect, the
company mentions that ‘this would require
the disclosure of commercially sensitive
information’.

Information is then provided on the
concrete performance multiplier, which is
the outcome of the performance
assessment.
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Aegon
The case of Aegon is comparable to the
one of Ahold Delhaize, with some slight
differences in focus:
• While Ahold Delhaize gives a clear
explanation on how the
performance measures are linked
with its strategy, Aegon focuses
more on defining the performance
measures.

•

Aegon provides graphics on the
degree of realisation of the
different performance indicators as
well as the overall result for the
group indicators as well as each of
the individual performance
indicators. In the case of Ahold
Delhaize, the strategic imperatives
were disclosed in total, while
Aegon provides more detailed
information.
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ING Group
While Philips, Ahold Delhaize and Aegon
provided examples of companies that
apply a rather quantitative approach to
the determination of the variable
remuneration, ING Group uses a more
qualitative approach fed by concrete
numbers. Firstly, information is provided
on overall performance dimensions.
However, no information is disclosed on
the weighting of the underlying measures.
Then, the tables provide detailed
information as well as a narrative on the
realisations in each of the performance
dimensions. It is important to mention
that, while ING Group does not apply a
mathematical approach to the calculation
of the incentives, it does provide
numerical information on realisations in
each of the performance dimensions,
supplemented by qualitative information 4.

4

It is interesting to see that ING Group
spends a separate paragraph on the
outcome of the process for the variable
remuneration, but it only does so in the
format of a narrative. At the very end, and
without sharing any calculations, the
impact of the performance outcomes on
the variable remuneration is disclosed.

Information is shared on some selected performance dimensions. More complete information can
be found in ING Group’s remuneration report.
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Signify
The previous examples dealt with the
disclosure on performance indicators in
the case of short-term incentives. Signify
provides interesting information on the
disclosure on long-term incentives.

First of all, it discloses information on the
performance indicators applicable to the
long-term incentives granted in the
reported financial year, without providing
detailed information on target levels etc.
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Next to the information on long-term
incentives granted in the financial year,
Signify also provides information on the
indicators underlying long-term incentives
that vested in the reported financial year.
In this case, more detailed information is
provided on concrete indicators, target
levels and realisations.

Interestingly, this case also shows how
information on peer groups relative to
whom the performance of the company is
measured, is disclosed (this is asked for in
paragraph 4 of chapter 5 of the
Guidelines).
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Derogations and deviations from
remuneration policy
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines
1. In line with point (f) of paragraph 1 of
Article 9b of the Directive, where
applicable, companies are required to
provide information on any deviations
from the procedure for the
implementation of the remuneration policy
and on any derogations from the
remuneration policy itself that have been
applied, including the explanation of the
nature of the exceptional circumstances
and the indication of the specific elements
derogated from. As regards this section of
the Report, it should be noted that the
provision of the Directive (paragraph 4 of
Article 9a) that relates to derogations
from the remuneration policy is an option
for Member States and the possibility to
temporarily derogate from the
remuneration policy requires that the
policy includes both the procedural
conditions under which the derogation can
be applied and the specific elements of
the policy from which a derogation is
possible.

Member States’ rules implementing the
Directive may determine which
circumstances can be considered
exceptional, which in turn may result in
derogations from the remuneration policy.
3. If a company has deviated in
accordance with paragraph 6 of Article 9a
of the Directive from the procedure for the
implementation of the remuneration
policy, it should provide information on
such deviation, that could include, for
instance, an explanation for the reasons
and the circumstances for this deviation,
and the procedure followed instead of the
prescribed one to achieve the targets
included in the remuneration policy.

2. If a company has applied any
derogations in accordance with paragraph
4 of Article 9a, it should provide
information on such deviation or
derogation, including, in particular:
(i) an indication of the specific elements
deviated or derogated from and a
confirmation that the remuneration policy
allows these elements to be deviated or
derogated from;
(ii) an explanation of the nature of the
exceptional circumstances including an
explanation on why the deviation or
derogation is necessary to serve the longterm interest and sustainability of the
company as a whole or to assure its
viability;
(iii) information on the procedure followed
and a confirmation that this procedure
complies with the procedural conditions
that are specified in the policy for these
exceptional circumstances.
(iv) information on the remuneration
awarded under such exceptional
circumstances22.
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Business practice and
application
Kinepolis
Kinepolis provides an example of a
deviation from the remuneration policy.
Concretely, the board has decided to grant
a bonus, notwithstanding the fact that the
recurring EBITDA result was not within the
range that was set.

In its remuneration report, the company
provides information on the reasoning
underlying this derogation.

BHP Biliton
Another example of the board using its
discretion to deviate from the
remuneration policy is provided by BHP
Billiton. In 2016, a dam failure at
Samarco, a joint venture, led to victims.

The board decided that it was not
appropriate to grant a bonus to the CEO
under these circumstances.
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Comparative information on change of
remuneration and company performance
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines
1. In line with point (b), paragraph 1 of
Article 9b of the Directive, the Report shall
contain information on the annual change
of remuneration of each individual
director, of the performance of the
company and of average remuneration on
a full-time equivalent basis of employees
of the company other than directors over
at least the five most recent financial
years. According to the Directive, the said
information is to be presented together in
a manner which permits comparison. To
this end, the company should include in its
remuneration report information in the
format of Table 5.
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The explanatory notes of the Guidelines
make clear that ‘annual change’ should be
mentioned in terms of a percentage as
well as in absolute numbers. That means
that it is not the objective to mention
absolute numbers for each year (which
seems to be a popular practice). The
absolute values just need to be disclosed
for the reported financial year in the last
column, while the other columns deal with
changes.
Another important element is that not
only executive directors need to be
included in this table, but also nonexecutive directors’ remuneration change
needs to be disclosed here.
As far as remuneration is concerned, the
numbers should reflect the evolution in
the total amount of remuneration.
However, the Guidelines mention that also
the changes in the fixed and variable
remuneration can be included if this is
considered to be meaningful.
The Guidelines also provide information
about the concept of average
remuneration of employees. It should be
calculated on a full-time basis and a note
should be included to explain the
methodology. Moreover, the remuneration
of the directors should not be included to
calculate the figure. Finally, the Guidelines
mention that in case reporting take place
on a consolidated basis, it is encouraged
to also provide information including
employees of the entire group.
The Guidelines also explicitly mention that
the company can also report the average
pay of other relevant employee groups
(e.g., according to regional, sectoral or
other data).
The explanatory notes also provide
information on reporting on performance.
The Commission opted not to impose
reporting on specific predefined
performance indicators. It only
encourages to disclose the net result, and
also to add non-financial performance
indicators or the relevant indicators to
demonstrate the company’s performance
in relation to its long-term strategy.

Business practice and
application
It proved to be a very difficult exercise to
find companies that are fully in line with
the Guidelines related to the comparative
information on change of remuneration.
The main deviation seems to be that most
companies provide absolute amounts
rather than the change of remuneration.

KPN
In the field of director remuneration, KPN
provides information on the absolute
amount as well as the absolute change in
euros and in percentages. In fact,
providing information on the absolute
amounts is not asked for in the
Guidelines, only the absolute amount over
the reported financial year. However, we
consider it to be good practice to also
report the absolute amounts per year,
from the perspective of clarity.
As far as performance indicators are
concerned, it is interesting to observe that
KPN has opted to report on performance
indicators that are included in the
company’s incentive systems, which is not
necessarily asked for by the Guidelines. It
reports on total shareholder return, free
cash flow, and EBITDA. This also means
that it does not add information on nonfinancial indicators.
It should be mentioned here that the
Guidelines also ask for disclosure on the
remuneration of the non-executive
directors in table 5. However, this is not
the case in this example - an overview
table with the remuneration amounts
granted to the non-executive directors is
provided on another place in the
remuneration report - however, only
absolute numbers are disclosed there.
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Furthermore, it should be noticed that the
Guidelines do not ask to provide the pay
ratio, this is a stipulation by the Dutch
legislation.
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ING Group
First of all, for readability reasons, only a
limited number of columns are displayed
(the table in the report goes back to 2015
vs. 2014).

However, the table does not provide
information on the change in absolute
amounts.

This example is interesting from two
perspectives:
• Also non-executive directors are
included in the table.
• As far as company performance is
concerned, information is provided
not only on the financials (profit
before tax and return on equity),
but also on a measure of client
penetration5, which seems to be a
strategically important measure for
ING.

5

A primary relationship is defined by ING as ‘one where customers hold a current account and at
least one other product’.
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Solvay
Even though the table provided by Solvay
in its annual report is not fully responding
to the stipulations by the Guidelines (e.g.,
no absolute amounts, no evolution in
absolute amounts, no information on total
remuneration amounts and the evolution
in it), the interesting element in this
example deals with performance
indicators.

More concretely, this company provides
information on its financial performance
(by the means of EBITDA growth) as well
as on its sustainability performance (i.e.,
progress towards sustainable development
objectives).
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Information on shareholder vote
Stipulations by the European
Commission’s Guidelines
1. According to paragraph 4 of Article 9b
of the Directive, companies are required
to explain in the Report how the advisory
vote on the previous remuneration report
adopted by the last general meeting has
been taken into account.
2. However, for small and medium-sized
companies Member States may have
allowed under the Directive that the
remuneration report was only discussed
as a separate item of the agenda and not
voted upon. In such cases, the company
should explain in the following
remuneration report in what manner the
discussion in the general meeting was
taken into account, in line with the second
sub-paragraph of paragraph 4 of Article
9b.
There is a potential overlap between this
part and the introduction because the
Guidelines also ask for disclosure in the
introduction on how the views or the votes
of the shareholders were taken into
account in relation to the remuneration
report. This means that some of the
examples discussed in that part (like Van
Lanschot Kempen) could also be
mentioned under this part.
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Business practice and
application
Recticel
This company provides concrete
information on the result of shareholder
voting which took place during the
reported financial year. However, it does
not provide information about the
shareholders’ views

as well as on how they were taken into
account, presumably because this is not
needed taking into account the result of
the voting.

Schroders
Interestingly, Schroders provides
information on the result of the
shareholder voting, both for the
remuneration report and the remuneration
policy.

Moreover, it provides historical data,
which enables the reader to make
comparisons over the years.
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https://www.avantium.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/20200325-Avantium-AnnualReport-2019.pdf
https://2019.annualreport.sbmoffshore.com/downloads
https://www.nn-group.com/investors/financial-reports-1.htm
https://www.ab-inbev.com/content/dam/abinbev/news-media/pressreleases/2020/02/final-full-ab-inbev-annual-report/Updated_FYReport2019_EN.pdf
https://www.imcdgroup.com/.../2020/imcd-annual-report-2019.pdf
https://www2.workspace.co.uk/getattachment/fcffdff3-8625-4799-9c35a376439de5f4/attachment.aspx.jpg
https://corporate.tomtom.com/static-files/b4132dbf-4883-4836-b4f9-bf318e72dfa2
https://reports.swissre.com/2019/
https://corporate-media.arcelormittal.com/media/zoijl0tf/annual-report-2019.pdf
https://www.results.philips.com/publications/ar19
https://www.aegon.com/contentassets/79a288251c844944933a1b189dc02d82/aegonintegrated-annual-report-2019.pdf
https://www.signify.com/static/2019/signify-annual-report-2019.pdf
https://corporate.kinepolis.com/en/investor-relations/annual-reports/annual-report2018
https://www.bhp.com/investor-centre/annual-report-2019/
https://annualreports.solvay.com/2019/en/
https://www.recticel.com/sites/default/files/investors/Annual_half_year_reports/2020/
Annual Report Recticel_FULL ENG 2019.pdf
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Hungry for more? Contact us!
The Executive Remuneration Research Centre (ERRC) is a knowledge-driven network
in the field of executive reward management. The centre’s main topics of interest
include:
•
•
•
•

•

Strategic alignment of executive rewards
Sustainable executive rewards
Transparency & disclosure on executive reward
Stakeholder engagement on executive reward
Behavioural outcomes of executive reward

The centre is grateful to Deloitte, its Prime Foundation Partner, and its research
members.
For more information, please contact:

XAVIER BAETEN
Professor in Reward & Sustainability
T: + 32 9 210 98 97
E: xavier.baeten@vlerick.com

ANGIE VAN STEERTHEM
Senior Researcher & Coordinator Vlerick Reward Centre
T: + 32 9 210 97 38
E: angie.vansteerthem@vlerick.com

WWW.VLERICK.COM/ERRC
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